
MAINTENANCE OF OUR PLATFORM OF EVOLUTION 

I AM the full activity of God—all else has no power to move me—nought else 
shall ever pass into my world, mind and affairs, surrounded right now by my 
God-given, God-created 'ring-pass-not', the canopy of the sacred fire!  In the 
name of Almighty God! Come forth Beloved Seven Mighty Archangels of God 
and stand where I AM: beloved Archangel Michael, Jophiel, Chamuel, Gabriel, 
Raphael, Uriel, Zadkiel, Uzziel. Place your electronic presence over { insert 
names } for the maintenance of our platform of evolution. Let the ‘ring-pass-
not’ insulate all of us from the mass consciousness; and serve as an electrode 
intensifying the action of the All-Seeing Eye of God so that we may perceive 
those threats and dangers that are sent against our lives, our family, and our 
loved ones. 

Disinfect our consciousness from any astral microbes or viruses that may 
have already penetrated into our four lower bodies. Shield us against any 
further bombardment by dark forces; and any aggressive attempt of the fallen 
ones to penetrate our four lower bodies with any manner of disease. Protect 
and seal our consciousness, our four lower bodies, our minds, our souls, and the 
Christ flame that abides within the secret chamber of our hearts. Raise up the 
mother flame within us and protect our charkas - both at the etheric and 
physical plane, especially our heart, our crown and third eye.  Encircle our 
nerves centers, our metabolism, our DNA, and the organs that are key to the 
functioning of our physical bodies including the liver, gall bladder, spleen, 
pancreas, thyroid, thymus, adrenals, kidneys, stomach, intestines, lungs, eyes, 
retina, ears, hypothalamus, pituitary, other glands, and brain.  I call to 
Justinius, captain of the Seraphic Host for his crystalline helmet of light to 
shield our minds and brain. 

Mighty Ones! Separate and disentangle us completely from the fallen ones - 
both in consciousness and in conscious cooperation -- so that we are not caught 
betwixt and between when their judgment falls upon them. I call for the 
resurrection and the healing of our fire body and the restoration of the etheric 
memory of the origin of God. I call for the healing of the mind and the plane of 
the air. I call for the healing of the desire body and the soothing of the waters 
of the mind. I call for the healing of the physical envelope. Dissolve any wedges 
of darkness that block the flow of light though our four lower bodies and 
reestablish the divine flow of the Alpha spiral through our etheric, mental, 
emotional, and physical bodies thereby completely restoring the feeling of 
God's love, holy purpose, divine consciousness, and the sense of the close 
proximity of the Masters presence. And if the Great Law would allow it, I call 
for the decent of our spiritual genes that are stored in our Causal Body to be 
available to us through the pure stream of our crystal cord.   

Let these calls be adjusted according to the holy will of God and 
implemented according to that will by thy wisdom, and by thy love, in time and 
space and in the eternal cycles of being. 


